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Otherwise, these things cannot be left unused for several years.

The longer the idle time of the goods in this store, the higher the commission ratio.

So charlie bought nearly one million unsalable items from him today, and when his salary is paid next
month, his personal improvement will be able to get around 300,000.

He can earn 300,000 in just tens of minutes, which is simply unimaginable for him.
So he immediately put on an extremely flattering face and said respectfully: “Sir, because we have a lot
of goods, we need to go to the front desk to check the items one by one. Please sit here for a while. I will
get you two bottles of bubbles first. Water, you and the young lady will wait a moment. After the
inventory is completed, I will take the pos machine and the goods list to confirm the credit card with
you.”

charlie smiled and said, “I have been here for so long, and you finally have the status that a salesperson
should have.”

The salesman knew that charlie was mocking him, but for the sake of the money, this irony was nothing
to him.

So, he accompanied with a smile and said: “Sir, I’m really sorry, it may be that my attitude was not
friendly enough just now, but you can rest assured that you will be the senior VIP in our store from now
on. You can add my WeChat later. , In the future you need any style of bag, you can tell me in advance, I
will help you find! If you come to the store, please tell me in advance, I will reserve a parking space for
you directly at the door, and you enter the store There is no need to line up like today.”

charlie didn’t bother to spend more time talking with him, smiled slightly, and said: “Okay, go and type
out the order, take the pos machine and come to me to swipe the card. I have a lot of things and time is
precious.”
The male salesman nodded quickly, and said respectfully: “Sir, wait a minute, I’ll do it for you.”

Ten minutes later, the salesman rushed over with the POS machine and a large list of goods.

When he came to charlie, he knelt next to charlie and said respectfully: “Sir, take a look. Your
distribution is 996,520 yuan. This bag is 168,888 yuan and 1,165,408 yuan. Please confirm the details
and The amount, if there is no problem, you can swipe the card.”
charlie said casually: “There is no need to confirm, just swipe the card.”
After all, charlie took out a bank card and handed it over.

“Good!” The salesman was so excited, he respectfully accepted the bank card with both hands, and
hurriedly entered the amount on the POS machine.

After swiping the card, charlie entered the password, and then the POS machine rang loudly, and a
credit card receipt was printed.

Once this receipt is typed out, it proves that the transaction has been successfully completed.

At this time, the sales person flushed with excitement, and said with extreme flattery: “Sir, you are really
the most generous and arrogant customer I have ever met!”

“Yes.” charlie nodded, and smiled casually: “In order to buy a bag of more than 100,000 yuan, with
nearly 1 million goods, such a fool, I guess I will be the only one in the country.”

Sales secretly thought: “You are right… you are the only one in the world.”

However, how dare he say that?

So I can only smile and say: “Sir, I think that a rich person like you who has taste and pursuits, what you
spend money to pursue is enjoyment, and what you pursue is quality. You will never take this little thing
into your heart. And you can rest assured that from now on, as long as you buy a bag from me, I will
definitely fight for the lowest distribution quota for you!”

charlie said indifferently: “Okay, you don’t need to slap me here, wrap all these goods for me, and ask
two people to help me put them in the car!”

